4TH – 7TH JULY 2019

The 2nd International Hindi Retreat was organised by Brahma Kumaris Malaysia at
the Asian Retreat Centre. We saw a lot of zeal and enthusiasm from souls around the
world who participated in this retreat.
The theme of the retreat” Clear Intellect , Clean Heart”. We had a core team of 5 souls
working behind the screen for 3 months that is Lalitha (Japan), Neelu (Thailand),
Kokila (Singapore), Aparna (Malaysia), Cernil (India) and Meera (Malaysia).

We had around 134 souls from India, Japan, Malaysia, Thailand and Abu
Dhabi. Brothers and sisters from 21 centres in India participated in the
Retreat which started on the 4th of July .
Inauguration ceremony began with a welcome song by the sisters of
Malaysia and lighting of oil lamps to inaugurate the programme. Everyone
received a booklet which was specially prepared for the retreat together with
toli and blessings. Highlight of the retreat was the “Punctuality Award”, that
was to be given to those who came on time from the beginning until the end
of the retreat. On the next morning from Amrit vela onwards there was such
enthusiasm amongst the participants that by 3.30 am the hall was full.
On the first day we had class by Didi Chakradhari on “Effort as per Time”
followed by conversations .In the evening there was a panel discussion on
“My best practise in keeping a balance of self service and service of
others. Didi shared many beautiful stories of Baba and Mama that touched
everyone’s heart. We also had very powerful yoga experimentation for 3
hours, from 4.30 pm until 7.30 pm conducted by sis Vimil from Delhi.
Everyone had beautiful experiences of being in a bodiless stage. We also
had a cultural night where all countries presented their cultures through
songs, dance and poem.
Last day was an open forum which was coordinated by Pure bhai, that
covered many areas. Around 50 souls received the Punctuality Awards.
Everyone received toli, blessings and a gift as a token of appreciation. All
the participants left flying, dancing and taking this inspiration to make their
stage powerful .

DIDI CHAKRADHARI VISITS KUALA LUMPUR

Didi also give a talk to some Hindi speaking contacts at PEACE HOME.
They were very much inspired by Didi’s talk and very much keen to take
more of this knowledge and to attend more sessions in the future.
Thanks to Didi for being a present on the call of time to the small Hindi
speaking group.

Didi also went to the Brickfields Centre
to meet the BK’S. Thanks to Didi Baba and Drama for allowing Didi
Chakradhari to be with us. Om Shanti.

Lots of Love,

Meera Didi & Malaysian Family.

